OBJECTIVE.
Optic (Fig. 1) . The drusen deposits also exhibit the property of autofluomescence.
When drusen lie deep within the tissue of the optic nerve, however, the typical funduscopic appearance may not be evident [3] . In this situation the swollen appearance of the optic nerve may be suggestive of papibledema.
Optic disk drusen can be diagnosed sonographicabby even when they are not evident on funduscopy [4] . Sonognaphy may thus be of value in certain cases. The condition should also be recognized when seen incidentally. We studied a group of patients with known or suspected optic disk dmusen to establish the mange of sonographic appearances. We also determined whether sonognaphy could diagnose drusen when the disk appears normal on funduscopy. 
Subjects and Methods
The study group consisted of seven women and five men. In 11 of the 24 eyes, the diagnosis was made easily by funduscopy ( Fig. 1) or scan in an oblique plane so that the hypoechoic optic nerve did not obscure a small amount of acoustic shadowing (Fig. 2) . The sonographic appearances were correlated with the funduscopic findings. 
Results
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None
Mild Moderate Marked
Degree of calcification Smallest lesions showed no calcification or mild calcification.
Larger lesions were associated with progressively more calcification.
drusen were seen on sonograms in all cases. In one case the lesion was small, three were more than 2 mm thick, and one measured 3 mm in thickness by 4 mm in maximum diameter. The three eyes with normal funduscopic findings but abnommal sonogmaphic findings all showed small lesions at sonography; calcification was evident in two of these. The echogenic focus was seen at the junction of the retina and the optic nerve and tended to project postenonly rather than protrude into the vitreous body. Lesions tended to be ovoid, with their long axis perpendicular to the long axis of the optic nerve. Large lesions were more mounded than smaller lesions.
The sonographic findings were unilateral in five patients, bilateral but asymmetrical in four patients, and symmetrical in three patients.
Of the five patients who had unilateral drusen, three had small lesions, one had a lesion of intemmediate size, and one had a large lesion (Fig. 4) . The retina and vitreous were normal in all eyes.
Discussion
Although optic disk drusen do not usually cause symptoms, occasionally they are associated with episodic visual boss [1] , blurring of vision, on enlargement of the blind spot on examination of the visual fields. They may be found incidentally when patients have their vision tested for eyeglasses. Drusen on the surface of the disk have a typical appearance ( Fig. 1 ) and exhibit the property of autofluorescence, which also aids in diagnosis.
When drusen are deeply buried in the optic nerve, however, the condition may mimic papibbedema on funduscopy and lead to unnecessary alarm and a fruitless search for a neunologic cause. The diagnosis of drusen is confirmed readily by sonogmaphy when the calcific deposit on the optic disk is seen as an echogenic lesion of variable size, at the junction ofthe optic nerve with the retina, usually with attenuation of the ultrasound beam as a result of the calcification. A calcified mass in the region of the optic disk may be seen in patients who have conditions other than optic disk drusen. In metinobbastoma the tumor usually appears as a solid, partially or completely calcified, smoothly marginated mass in the postenor aspect of the globe that protrudes into the vitreous body, unlike optic disk drusen. Calcium deposits are almost always evident [5] . The tumor is not primarily located at the optic disk, however, although it may invade it. Extraoculam extension and optic nerve involvement may be seen and are best assessed with CT [5, 6] . On CT scans of optic disk drusen, the calcification is seen in an otherwise normal optic nerve (Fig. 6 ). 
